
Clinical gait analysis
Biomechanics
Cognitive neuroscience
Sports analysis
Ergonomics
Civil engineering
Veterinary analysis
Pro sport
Biomech engineering
Gait and posture
Rehabilitation
and much more...
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Active marker technology (infrared LED digital markers)
Highest accuracy (3D accuracy = 0.05 mm)
High resolution (1 in 70,000 within its field of view,
equivalent to a 4.9 megapixel camera system)
Large field of view (75 cubic meters from a single unit)
100% tracking reliability (active marker identification)
No wanding process (pre-calibrated system)
Shortest set-up time (<10 minutes)
Lowest data latency (0.5 milliseconds)
Most portable system (containment in protective case)
Easy integration of video and other data
Create an unlimited number of virtual markers
Customised markers for rapid, precise placement
No post-processing - calculated data analysis in seconds



MARKER RELIABILITY

Each infrared 'active' marker has an

intrinsic identity that is recognised by

the Codaunits. No post-processing is

required to distinguish between

individual markers, or external

interference from retroreflective

surfaces. PRECISION
With uncompromising accuracy and

resolution, data does not need to be

filtered for results to be displayed.

Sampling rate for 6 markers is 800 Hz.

QUICK SET UP

Set up in under four minutes with no

calibration needed. A single Codaunit is

able to provide real-time 3D

measurement with minimal latency (<1

ms)

PORTABILITY
Each unit is contained in a hard carry

case including the codasensor, tripod

and cables.

INSTANT FEEDBACK
Ease-of-use of integrated Odin software

which allows you to build and share

protocols for instant parameter

readings. Instant results can be

obtained through the use of pre-

defined parameters.

OUTDOORS

Our CSX units can be set up anywhere,

even outdoors in bright light (up to

90,000 lux)
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